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The Tether in “Waiting for Godot”

	Set against the barren dramatic landscape of Samuel Beckett’s “Waiting for Godot”, humanity seems to exist with an interconnected, interdependent, and interchangeable set of relations. Early in the play Beckett introduces the tether as a central metaphor in order to explore the moral, social, and existential implications of this complex web of relations. Pozzo and Lucky are literally tied to one another. Though less tangible, Vladimir and Estragon are joined by an equally powerful emotional bond. Ultimately, even the relationship which defines the motion (or lack thereof) of the entire play, the connection between Godot and Vladimir and Estragon, is described as a form of bondage. Vladimir and Estragon admit that their fate is ultimately tied to the will of Godot.
	 At first glance, the rope looped around Lucky’s neck and held by Pozzo delineates a fairly clear relationship of power: Pozzo is dominant and Lucky is submissive. While Pozzo does seem to revel in his position of authority, it becomes apparent that the relationship is more involved than it seems. Pozzo tries to explain that Lucky “wants to mollify me so that I’ll give up the idea of parting with him” (I, 21). By enslaving himself to Pozzo’s wishes, Lucky hopes to ensure the continuation of their relationship. While Pozzo is aware that he is being manipulated, he also states, “You can’t drive such creatures away. The best thing to do would be to kill them” (I, 21). Yet all Pozzo’s efforts to sever their tie are unsuccessful. In fact, when they reappear in Act II, the rope between the two has shortened and Pozzo is now blind. In a very real, very substantial manner Pozzo has become more dependent on Lucky. Their bond is thus simultaneously strengthened and convoluted.
	Though their connection might lack a tangible symbol, the link between Vladimir and Estragon is no less real or complex. Beckett is able to place both pairs under the common roof of humanity. Pozzo acknowledges that Vladimir and Estragon “are human beings none the less... of the same species as myself” (I, 15). Vladimir and Estragon seem to depend on one another at a more visceral and emotional level, however. There is both love and revulsion between them. Both realize that their relationship is an obstacle to individual happiness, and yet both become desperate at the thought of a solitary existence. Estragon’s appeal, “Don’t touch me! Don’t question me! Don’t speak to me! Stay with me!” seems to embody this mindset (II, 37). Though Estragon feels cursed by his connection to Vladimir (not unlike Pozzo’s reflections on Lucky), it is as if their existences are intertwined to the point that one cannot hope to exist without the other. Estragon goes so far as to state, “We always find something, eh Dide, to give us the impression that we exist?” (II, 44). Thus the bond the characters share defines at some fundamental level the existence of each individual.
	The existence of Vladimir and Estragon is given meaning (direction, purpose), however, by a third form of bondage which brackets or supersedes all other ties. They are bound to wait for Godot. Though they are aware of him in only the most vague and general manner (they are not sure of his name, cannot recognize his face), Vladimir admits an almost blind devotion to Godot. “To Godot? Tied to Godot? What an idea! No question of it. For the moment” (I, 14). The exchange “E: Let’s go. V: We can’t E: Why not? V: We’re waiting for Godot. E: Ah!” becomes almost mantra-like in its frequency as the play unfolds. Both men seem prepared to wait indefinitely for the ever-absent Godot. The audience, in fact, is given the impression that this routine has been repeated many, many times previous to the action of the play. This self perpetuating cycle has dulled the wits and clouded the memories of both men. Vladimir and Estragon are asked to place their own very fragile, very short-lived existences on hold in order to establish this theoretical dialogue with Godot. In return they gain an unswerving sense of purpose. As Vladimir states, “What we are doing here, that is the question. And we are blessed in this that we know the answer” (II, 51). “Purpose at what price?,” Beckett seems to ask. An absurd form of paralysis seems to be the reply. Returning for a moment to the original physical metaphor, the tether, might prove useful. Instead of a single rope establishing a connection between individuals, groups, or the unknown, perhaps an image described by Lucky is more appropriate: the net. Lucky entitles his dance The Net, Pozzo relates, because “he thinks he’s entangled in a net” (I, 27). Perhaps the metaphoric significance of the net, its ability to entangle and entrap, more adequately expresses the inescapable condition of living with the absurd.
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